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1.0 WORK ACCOMPLISHED DURING REPORT PERIOD
This initial oeriod has in part been devoted to modifications of
existing software for inversion of magnetic anomaly data to equivalent
layer magnetization models, while we await usable quantities of Magsat
data over the U.S. This software will take any combination of component
or scalar data in profile form and invert it to a discrete-source magneti-
zation distribution for sources having arbitrary equal-area spacing and
with the option of constraining both source direction and source magnitude.
Additionally, software for spectral depth-to-magnetic bottom estimates
is under development. The software will be thoroughl3 listed on synthetic
data, and applied to 1) the NOD survey data (we are adapting the altitude-
corrected version generated by J. C. Cain for our use, and 2) NUKE data
for the southern Rio Grande Rift (we are in the process of obtaining this
from Oak Ridga).
Finally, we have digitized Swanberg's silica geotemperature data for
the U.S. for our heat flow studies.
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2.0 WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
During the next quarter we plan to:
1) test the magnetization model software using real data
2) test the spectral analysis software
3) continue to obtain relevant supporting data
4) grid the silica data registered to an existing magnetization
grid for the U.S. for correlative studies.
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3.0 IO ISCAL AND PLANNING DATA
Contract Hrici
	
88,185.00
Prior Expenditure	 5,074,86
Expenditure this Quarter 	 9,317.21
(September - November 1980)
Total Expenditure to Date
	
14,392.07
Amount Remaining	 73,792.93
Total Hours Expended	 4.59
Amount Next Quarter (estimate)	 13,500.00
Amount Required to Complete Work	 73,792.93
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